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Ever gone on a nature walk? Let's take one now! Spot these:

1) A White-throated Kingfisher on a branch
2) A Green Bee-eater with an insect in her beak
3) A Magpie Robin singing a song
4) A bag of carelessly thrown garbage
5) An aeroplane
6) A squirrel
7) A Praying Mantis on a leaf
8) A Paradise Flycatcher with spiky hair and a long tail
9) A dead ant
10) A Black Drongo with a forked tail
Ah, take a whiff of the aromas of this Spice Market! So your nose works fine. But see if your eyes can spot:

This girl is in awe of our universe. She realizes how tiny she is in a world SO big. Can you spot?

BREAKING NEWS: THE GRAVITY BOOSTER ON SPACE-STATION BOOYAKASHA IS BROKEN AND THINGS HAVE BEGUN TO FLOAT FREELY! CAN YOU SPOT:

We sneaked a peek into the school staff room and wow, it's a mysterious place full of so many treasures! Can you spot them too?

We were about to step foot on the ground when we spotted all of these crawling around! Can you spot these?

What a lovely sunny day at the village market! So many people, so many colours, and so much happening. What all can you spot?

1) Somebody’s lost slipper 2) Three birds 3) A basket with bananas 4) Two little thieves running away 5) A multicoloured shopping basket 6) Two ladies with flowers in their hair 7) A large brown-paper parcel 8) A cat chasing a mouse 9) Four fish heads 10) A girl enjoying her ice cream 11) A large wheel 12) A small bell
The Himalayas are calling YOU! Here’s a small glimpse of the Pangot forest in all its glory. Spot these amazing creatures:
Let's see if you spotted everything.

Here are the answers!
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1) Somebody’s lost slipper 2) Three birds 3) A basket with bananas 4) Two little thieves running away 5) A multicoloured shopping basket 6) Two ladies with flowers in their hair 7) A large brown-paper parcel 8) A cat chasing a mouse 9) Four fish heads 10) A girl enjoying her ice cream 11) A large wheel 12) A small bell
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Spot!
(English)

Sharpen your eyes and get ready for a spotting spree!

This is a Level 3 book for children who are ready to read on their own.

Pratham Books goes digital to weave a whole new chapter in the realm of multilingual children's stories. Knitting together children, authors, illustrators and publishers. Folding in teachers, and translators. To create a rich fabric of openly licensed multilingual stories for the children of India and the world. Our unique online platform, StoryWeaver, is a playground where children, parents, teachers and librarians can get creative. Come, start weaving today, and help us get a book in every child's hand!